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IDA FERRERO

1. The enactment of the 1814 Norwegian constitution

During the last decades of the nineteenth century two influential jurists, Luigi Palma and Attilio Brunialti, both dedicated studies to the Norwegian constitutional system in the framework of their researches in the fields of electoral legislation and of movements towards parliamentary governments.

The existence of a cultural reference to a country so geographically far and culturally different can maybe be explained by the features of the charter of Eidsvold and by the particular circumstances of its enactment. The Norwegian constitution attracted the attention of foreign politicians, scholars and magazines since its implementation in 1814. The main reason for this interest could have been related to the fact that, when the Norwegian constitution was published, Europe was experiencing the Restoration and going in a strikingly different direction with respect to Norway. Norway enacted a constitution based on the sovereignty of people, the division of powers and comprehensive of fundamental rights that stood out as even more liberal when other European constitutions became more authoritarian during the nineteenth century.

The Norwegian constitution was the result of external events that led to the cession of the country from the throne of Denmark to the one of Sweden, according to the treaty of Kiel. This agreement was signed on the 15th of January 1814: the king of Denmark relinquished his claims on the kingdom of Norway and, in return, the Norwegians were to be secured in all their rights and privileges, and Pomerania and the island of Rugen were incorporated with Denmark. Norway, even if «too remote and humble» had experienced its share of the consequences of the changes and struggles of the great belligerent powers. The Danish Court was aware of the impossibility of successfully resisting the combination of force...
projected by the Allies, and wanted to spare «brave and generous Norwegian people» from experiencing the horror of famine. In particular, it must be underlined that Norway was ceded to the Swedish King and not the Kingdom of Sweden, so the Norwegian people were to continue the enjoyment of their own laws, rights, privileges and liberties.6

In a report about the Norwegian constitution dated back to 1836, the English travel writer Samuel Laing stated that Norwegian people were not happy to be «handed over like a herd of black cattle»7. In the same period, a journalist of the magazine Il Corriere Milanesse shared the same impression, when he wrote that «the people of Norway were handed over as if they were a private property». In 1878, also the English Fraser’s Magazine affirmed that Norway «was not ready tamely to submit to a change of masters, for which the consent of the nation had not been asked»8.

The Danish prince Christian Frederik, regent of Norway, received by the Norwegian people «the warmest ebullitions of attachment to his person and independence», and subsequently convoked an Assembly of Notables in the city of Eidsvold with the goal of assigning a representative constitution to Norway and acknowledge his hereditary rights9. The most prominent Norwegian people gathered there and, in a few days, framed and adopted the Constitution of the 17th of May 1814. The path towards the Charter of Eidsvold is resumed in the words of Andreas Elviken, who affirmed that, until that moment, «Norwegians had been groping toward the ideas of 1789. Facing stark reality, the notables, acting on behalf of the Norwegian nation, repudiated the old basis of sovereignty»10.

As soon as the Swedes realized that the Norwegians would not submit to their demands, they invaded the southern part of Norway, led by the Swedish Crown Prince, Karl Johan Bernadotte, formerly one of Napoleon’s generals, who had been adopted by the childless King Charles XIII11. King Christian Frederik, considering the possibility of winning a battle against Sweden very unlikely finally accepted to cede Norway to Sweden with the convention of Moss, upon the condition of the upkeep of the constitution. Christian Frederik abdicated and an extraordinary Storthing (the national Assembly) was summoned at the capital Christiania and, on the 4th of November of the same year, Norway was declared to be a «free, independent, and indivisible kingdom, united with Sweden under one king»12. In fact, the Act of Union did not change the first paragraph of the Norwegian constitution, which stated that Norway was a free, indivisible, inalienable realm13.

The events that led to the implementation of the Charter of Eidsvold were the outcome of the European historical developments but it should be emphasized how «the constitution was not regarded as an innovation and a new experiment in government»14. Samuel Laing had also stated that «the new constitution was but the superstructure of a building of which the foundations had been laid [...] by the ancestors of the present generation»15. In fact, the source of the democratic nature of this constitution was often traced to Norway’s equal distribution of land and wealth16.

The claims to national and popular sovereignty were stemming from the inclination of the Norwegian social condition; in particular, the study by Samuel Laing17 confirmed that opinion by affirming that the
reason that made a constitution possible was «not cemented with blood, but taken from the closet of the philosopher and quietly reared and set to work» was that «all the essential parts of liberty were already in the country».

In 1851, the Italian historian Cesare Cantù thought that the constitutional system of the country was well in accordance to the ancient inclination of Norway and to the fact that it did not experience feudal property and enjoyed, as a consequence, a large sharing-out of wealth. These social conditions enabled, in Cantù’s opinion, a smooth transition to a representative government. In 1870, the Italian constitutional jurist Guido Padelletti shared the same view about the Norwegian constitution, which he expressed stating that the Charter of Eidsvold matched the social conditions of the country. The importance of the element of the division of private property was stressed also by Braekstad who affirmed «they live under ancient laws and social arrangements totally different in principle from those which regulate society and property in the feudally constituted countries». The equal distribution of wealth was highlighted also by the French jurist and lawyer Pierre Dareste who wrote, in 1884, that «la propriété foncière est extrêmement divisée». Norway’s egalitarian and law-abiding history made possible for the framers of the Charter of Eidsvold to share key features of the European revolutionary constitutions of the 1790s, in particular the French 1791 constitution, even if they did not follow the standard revolutionary patterns as no social revolution took place. Pierre Dareste found a possible reference to the Spanish constitution of 1812 and to the American one: «les ré-dacteurs avaient pris principalement pour modèle les constitutions françaises de 1791 et de l’an III, celle de la république batave de 1798, la constitution espagnole de 1812 et celle des États-Unis de 1787». In addition, Guido Padelletti seemed to recognize the Norwegian constitution as an ideal sequel of the Spanish constitution of Cadiz when he said that, when the Cortes were dismantled, a liberal stream was developing in the extreme north of Europe. The well-known Italian Nuova Enciclopedia popolare italiana shared these opinions on the influence of the models of the 1791 French and of the Spanish constitution on the Norwegian constitution.

The constitution of Eidsvold had been pronounced «the most liberal of constitutions, one of which any modern nation may boast» and, in the famous French Revue encyclopédique, one of the best in Europe. The Italian jurist Enrico Cenni even defined it an almost republican constitution.

For what concerns the ruling of powers, the Italian constitutionalist Luigi Palma underlined that the Charter of Eidsvold respected the theory of the division of powers and provided the Parliament with complete control over the legislative function as the article 49 of the constitution stated that «the people shall exercise the legislative power through the Storthing, which consists of two divisions, a Lagthing and an Odelsthing». It is important to call attention to the fact that the King was allowed to initiate legislation and to adopt provisional legislation when the Storthing was not in session but could only delay legislation and ultimately did not have the right to prevent its enactment. In fact, when the same draft law had passed by three successive Storthings, it became law without the assent.
of the king. In this way, the King only had the power to delay the approval of a legislative draft but could not prevent its enactment. Therefore, the constitution provided Parliament with «a right not known in any other Monarchy»\textsuperscript{32}. In addition to this, the King did not have the right, as it happened in most representative systems, to dissolve the Parliament.

This kind of allotment of powers caused many problems and led to the constitutional crisis that marked the eighties of the Nineteenth century\textsuperscript{33}. It is important to underline that Italian scholars had at their disposal the complete Collection des constitutions, chartres et lois fondamentales des peuples de l’Europe et des deux Amériques\textsuperscript{34} published in Paris in 1830. The second series dedicated a chapter to the constitution of Norway, with an introduction to its constitutional history and a translation in French of the document issued by the Diet of Eidsvold. The authors of the Collection des constitutions affirmed that their translation from Norwegian to French was trustworthy, as opposed to other available translations, and that they had tried to use expressions similar to the originals. The knowledge of French was common in the intellectual class at that time so it did not represent an obstacle to its diffusion among the intellectuals of the region. Only one translation in Italian was available and it dated back to 1820 by Angelo Lanzellotti, published in Naples\textsuperscript{35}. It was likely not a translation from Norwegian to Italian but a translation from French to Italian since the main works of this author are translations from French to Italian\textsuperscript{36}.

The Collection des constitutions, chartres et lois fondamentales des peuples de l’Europe had a liberal approach: in fact, the author of the introduction of the first volume of the edition of 1821 underlined that those volumes were addressed not only to the people devoted to law-making and public law, but to all categories of citizens who had the intention to discover more about «their rights and their normative grounds»\textsuperscript{37}.

This work offered to the reader a vivid picture of the development of the constitutional system in Norway: the description given was based on a report by M. Heyberg who was portrayed as a person with «the talent of a writer and the enthusiasm of a good patriot». The constitution was defined as based on liberal principles and on national independency and the author underlined the fact the members of the Diet of Eidsvoll had had little time to write down the declaration but, notwithstanding this constraint, they had been able to accomplish their task successfully\textsuperscript{38}.

The open-minded attitude of the writer of the Collection des constitutions was shared in the paragraph dedicated to Norway in the magazine Ricoglitore mentioned above: the authors tried to sum up the main lines of the Norwegian constitutional structure and affirmed that Norway was a free and independent State, united to Sweden in a tempered monarchy\textsuperscript{39}. The only critical point in the constitutional legislation of the country was, in the author’s opinion, the fact that it prohibited Jewish people from entering the country, marking a stark difference with respect to the general liberal attitude of the document. The journalist suggested that the reason for this rule alleged by the Norwegian legislator was the maintenance of social and religious cohesion of the country, supported by the presence of people of only one religion (in this case, Christian Lutherans).
This particular facet of the constitution in Norway must have interested Italian readers because, ten years later, in the magazine *Annali universali di statistica, economia pubblica, geografia, storia, viaggi e commercio* the author reported that the King, during a stay in Kristiania, designated the Minister of justice to prepare a legislative draft for the admission of Jewish people in Norway and that this project should have been presented to the *Storthing*. In 1866, the *Corriere Israelitico* (a monthly magazine of Jewish history and literature) greeted the constitution of the first Israeli community in Norway and reminded its readers of how, twenty years before, a Jewish scientist – going to Norway for scientific purposes – had had issues entering the country and was forced to request special permission.

The Norwegian constitutional system attracted then the attention of Italian jurists, in particular Attilio Brunialti and Luigi Palma, for what concerns the subjects of the electoral legislation and the one of the transition to a parliamentary type of government: thanks to its long lasting experience, Norway offered a fruitful field of study also many years after the enactment of the constitution.

2. The debate about the Norwegian electoral system

The Norwegian constitution established a quite liberal voting right for the time, even though it did introduce property and income requirements. The Charter of Eidsvold ensured that legislative power laid in the hands of the Norwegian people: the article 50 granted suffrage to three types of residents – public officials, town citizens and freeholders – and the latter two categories were defined with explicit property requirements. In fact a Norwegian citizen, in order to have the right to vote, had to be twenty-five years old, to have resided five years in the country, to be living there at the time of the election, and either be or have been an official. If living in a country district, citizens had to own or have cultivated for more than five years registered land; if living in town, they had to be «burgess», or to own house property or ground of the value of 300 kronor.

Even if the suffrage was only extended in 1898 to all men, regardless of property and circumstance, the Norwegian electoral system had been regarded as a very liberal one. Italian scholars displayed a particular interest for the study of electoral laws during the last decades of the eighteenth century, in particular after 1882 when the right to vote was widely spread. Once again, Italian scholars thought that the possibility to grant such a wide diffusion of the right to vote in Norway depended on the conditions of the country, marked by relatively low social disparities.

Attilio Brunialti, who was professor of constitutional law at the University of Turin, had already shown some interest for the Norwegian constitutional order before he started his academic career. In fact, he was well known for his studies of the representation of minorities and in 1871 published a book with the title *Libertà e democrazia: studi sulla rappresentanza delle minorità* [translated as “Liberty and democracy: Studies about the representation of minorities”]. Brunialti had founded, together with the lawyer Francesco Genala, the *Società per
lo studio della rappresentanza proporzionale (that can be translated with “Association for the study of proportional representation”): members of the association were other important scholars of constitutional law such as Guido Padelletti, Carlo Ferraris and Luigi Palma. The need to study the political and electoral systems of foreign countries was underlined in 1878 by Brunialti who affirmed that the experience of every country could be a good example in order to avoid mistakes and to choose the best possible policies in the constitutional life of the state. Carlo Ferraris recalled the activity of Brunialti in this field and his effort to spread the knowledge of the European and American constitutions. In fact, Brunialti was the director of a collection of one of the most important Italian and foreign works, la Biblioteca di Scienze politiche, in the field of political science. He was chosen for this position probably also because he had always been convinced of the importance of linking the study of constitutional law to the one of politics: in his opinion, no one could deny the fact that constitutional law was a political science.

The second series of the Biblioteca di Scienze politiche collected works concerning administrative and constitutional law with a specific focus on the study of the Italian system in comparison to other foreign political orders. The second volume of the second series contained contributions by Attilio Brunialti and Luigi Palma: in this book, the two scholars both paid specific attention to the Norwegian constitutional system in relation to the Italian one and to other countries.

The specific interest of Brunialti for the representation of minorities gave him the chance to discover more about the charter of the Diet of Eidsvold: in fact, he dedicated a paragraph to the conditions for the right to vote adopted by the Norwegian constitution and he counted Norway among the States that adopted a system of universal suffrage. He added that the rules contained in that constitution allowed the right to vote to those who were at least 25 years old and had either a certain amount of wealth or were charged with a public function.

Brunialti specified in his work that, starting from a law dating back to 1821 for the «very poor Department of Finmark», the right to vote had been widened to include people who had resided in the country for at least five years and who were at least 25 years of age. He specified then that this broadening of the right to vote had been, in his opinion, cut down by the recent introduction of indirect elections of the representatives of the Storthing.

In addition, the jurist Emilio Serra Groppelli affirmed that the Norwegian constitutional system established a suffrage that could have been considered as ‘almost universal’ but that the introduction of indirect elections had reduced the democratic nature of that system because, in this way, the voters only had the chance to choose other voters. In his opinion, the Norwegian constitutional regulation allowed a proper use of the political rights that the country offered to the citizens.

With regard to the electoral law in Norway, the German Biedermann stated that the indirect system that had been chosen was far more conservative than the general approach defined by the constitution.

Luigi Palma was also interested in the specific field of electoral law: he underlined, in his work Del potere elettorale negli Stati liberi [translated as «On electoral
power in the free States”56, that the Norwegian electoral system should have been counted among those that granted the right to vote based on the two alternative requirements of wealth and competency, the latter gathered from the charge of a public function. Luigi Palma thought that the indirect election of representatives was not to blame: in fact, according to the professor, this system did not cause the dreaded effects that had been expected. On the contrary, he affirmed that Norway was one of the most prosperous and liberal countries in Europe «notwithstanding the difficulties due to bad climate»57.

In addition to this, Luigi Palma quoted the Norwegian model with reference to his criticism against the existence in the Kingdom of Italy of a chamber composed of nominated members. He underlined that in Norway, when a legislative proposal had to be discussed and approved, the Storthing was split into two chambers: the first, the Odelsting, discussed the project of law while its elected representatives chose from among the same members of the Storthing the components of a second chamber, the Lagthing, who were charged with the approval of laws. According to Luigi Palma, this system was meant to control the power of the chamber elected in a direct way: he assumed that this system was better than the one in Italy (a second chamber of members nominated by the King), but he thought that this was not the best possible model because the members were not elected but selected among the representatives of the Storthing, who would promote the values and instances they already support in the other chamber.

He concluded that these reflections did not lead him to criticize the Norwegian model following the maxim non omnis fert omnia tellus; in his opinion, the Norwegian people approved the model based on only one chamber grounded in popular representation but this system was not the best for each and every country.

With regard to the Italian situation, Attilio Brunialti was persuaded that universal suffrage was close and he underlined that it was impossible to stop the rising of democracy, he felt that the coming of democracy would be an apocalypse for the group of people who had the power and he said that, with a growing financial wealth, the population would also strive for power58.

Guido Padelletti criticized the fact that Brunialti presented the importance of the representation of minorities only as a possible setback for the assertion of universal suffrage. In his opinion, the point that should have been underlined was the importance of the introduction of an electoral system that offered the chance to represent also the minorities in order to have the best representatives possible and not in order to avoid universal suffrage59. Actually, also Brunialti was aware of the need to have the leaders with the best political and cultural background possible, but he was afraid that the broadening of the right to vote would have lead in the opposite direction60.

In the opening lecture held for the beginning of his course at the University of Turin, Brunialti affirmed that the constitutional government was the biggest accomplishment for public law61. He asked himself if the problems of this type of government were not underestimated and if a change was needed. Answering this difficult question, he said that, besides the Constitution, two elements helped in the development of public law: science and
传统。布鲁尼亚蒂认为，平衡这三种元素是有必要的：书面宪法应符合国家要求，与国家历史保持一致。关于这一主题，他说《Albertino Statuto》确认了地方机构必须由法律组织，而法律的撰写导致了政治和行政文化的缺乏。他强调了习俗在宪法研究中的重要性，并确认在宪法以外的任何领域，科学改进都必须得到公众的一般同意。

关于选举制度，他认为改革是可能的，并认为《Albertino Statuto》允许改变。事实上，他指出《Albertino Statuto》有一些条款不能改变，但有许多条款可以或应该改变，以适应国家的发展。另一方面，布鲁尼亚蒂认为宪法政治应更严格地尊重宪法：例如，他确认《Albertino Statuto》规定每个议员代表国家，而不只是他被选中的选区。因此，布鲁尼亚蒂认为议员与选民有信任关系，但他的议会职务没有强制性质。Guido Padelletti同意他的意见，并确认每个代表都应关注国家的全部利益，因为他的职责被定性为公职，而不是作为民事法律任命。

多个对挪威投票权规定引言的参考，表明读者如何其特点是，通过相对广泛的投票权的扩散和民主在权力分享中，引起了意大利和欧洲学者对统治代表权的争论。事实上，扩大投票权使意大利的法官们开始研究已经经历过类似政策的国家在选举立法领域的经验，挪威的模式是这一领域的一个有趣的研究案例。

3. The Norwegian constitutional conflict, 1880–1884

向议会制政府的过渡是一个在19世纪最后几十年意大利和欧洲的宪法辩论中活跃的主题。在这个时期，挪威提供了一个有趣的案例研究，与君主及其内阁和Storthing的宪法冲突。挪威的宪法冲突引起了许多法学家的注意，例如法国的Pierre Dareste，他确认：直到最近几年，挪威没有习惯于占据国内政治的世界。最近的冲突的胜利由反对派引起的兴趣在欧洲引起了某种程度的惊讶。它使挪威人自己也感到惊讶，因为他们很少期待公众的外国人的参与。

Luigi Palma，在Attilio Brunialti的指导下编辑的收集中引用了上述，也研究了1880–1884年挪威的宪法冲突。
The specific interest in this field was determined by the presence of similar problems in the Italian political debate. Moreover, reporting about what happened in a foreign country was a good chance in order to express a true opinion on that subject. Palma was a supporter of the transition to a parliamentary type of government; he summarized its features saying that in that kind of system the parliament had the power to impose to the king which were the ministers that should form the government. Even though he thought the parliamentary one was the kind of government that better mirrored the will of the country, Palma was aware of the presence of many problems. The scholar feared, in particular, that the Parliament could assume an unrestrained power. He was convinced that it was important for the Crown to maintain its super partes position that represented a safeguard for the good ruling of the country: the exercise of the royal prerogatives could represent a restraint to the power of the legislative assembly. Brunialti also underlined the importance of the powers of the King who represents the unity of the nation and whose powers were exercised in the interest of the country.

Palma offered to the readers a first insight into the Norwegian constitutional system. He explained that the original approach was inspired by a stiff separation of powers and marked by the model of the French constitution of 1791: that meant that the King and his ministers (the state counselors) held executive power while the Storting held legislative power. He emphasized that in Norway the King did not even have the power to dissolve the Parliament; on the contrary, the provisions of the Statuto Albertino granted this option to the Italian monarch. In addition to this, article 62 of the Norwegian constitution prevented the ministers from being elected in the Storting in order to safeguard the separation of powers.

After this introduction, Professor Palma summed up the facts concerning the constitutional conflict: in 1872, the politician Sverdrupp promoted a draft law that allowed the ministers the chance to take part in the assemblies of the Storting, without the right to vote.

The proposal of the King was approved by the Parliament but the King rejected it using his veto power; then, in 1874, the King himself endorsed the faculty for his ministers to enter the Parliament, laying down the condition that the Storting should have granted to the monarch the right to dissolve the Parliament. The Storting rejected this proposal and, in 1877, promoted again the project dating back to 1872. The King opposed again using his veto driving the opposition party of the Parliament to propose that the project had to be considered law, even if it did not have the royal authorization. On this subject, Samuel Laing affirmed that «the constitution of Norway nearly resembles the constitution of the United States, the king having merely a suspensive veto»: once again the influence of the American constitution on the Norwegian one was noticed.

Luigi Palma underlined that the Norwegian King addressed the Faculty of law of Cristiania, considered the most important scientific authority in this field, in order to have an answer to the question of whether or not the King had the power of 'royal sanction' in the field of constitutional changes.

The scholars of the University of Cristiania acknowledged that the monarch
held an absolute veto power. Palma stated that this answer sounded appropriate in this field. He thought that, in a monarchy, the King had to represent the nation and to maintain a detached position above the different parties: he observed that his royal sanction was the act that enforced each law and it was even more necessary that the monarch held this power in the field of constitutional changes.

On the other hand, he observed that this constitutional conflict was the sign of an attempt of evolution from a 'royal constitutional' government to a parliamentary one: according to Luigi Palma, this kind of development aimed to change the function of the ministers, who were first interpreters of the will and personal judgement of the King and should have become representatives of the Parliament.

Palma concluded that this kind of transformation could not be stopped with the help of influential scholars or keen law reasoning but that it depended upon a political conflict that should had been solved with political measures: it would have been better not to apply strictly the law but to analyze the political change. On this issue, Palma agreed with Brunialti when he said that in no other field as the one of constitutional law, it was so necessary for scientific improvements to be welcomed by general consent: in fact, he affirmed that a skilled and competent public opinion was important in order to sustain the political and constitutional activities.

Luigi Palma described the further development of the constitutional conflict and highlighted how the Storting upheld a charge against the ministers who had approved the denial of the royal authorization for the resolutions of the Parliament.

The judgement in this field was assigned to the Rigsret, composed by 28 members of the Storting and the 9 members of the Norwegian Supreme Court, the Hojesteret: the minister were judged guilty and condemned by the Rigsret. The King did not want to continue the conflict: he considered the convicted ministers as resigned and nominated as leader of his Counselors the head of the opposition party, Svendrupp. The Storting subsequently approved the article 74 of the Constitution that granted the ministers the possibility to take part in the assemblies of the Parliament, without the right to vote, and to join in the discussions when they were public.

Luigi Palma stated that this was not to be intended as a defeat of the King, but that the growing awareness of the population that aimed at a change in the political system had to be respected: the art of the government in his opinion, was not merely to apply the law, but to fulfil the needs of the population. Brunialti agreed with Palma on this point, because he thought that politics was an important part of the constitutional science that could not deal only with law. It is interesting to underline that, in another work dated back to the same period, Palma affirmed once again that the sanction of the King had to be considered fundamental for the building of the will of the State and that the parliamentary majorities could represent sometimes fleeting needs while the King had to represent and sustain the enduring welfare of the country.

The study of the specific features of the Norwegian constitutional life shows how Italian scholars, living in a country that was geographically far and different for what concerned habits and culture, studied and...
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mentioned the Norwegian constitutional structure.

Notwithstanding the differences in the lifestyle of the population, and the fact that Italian and Norwegian institutions arose from a completely unlike historical and political development, in the second half of the eighteenth century the themes emerging in the political debate encouraged Italian scholars to deepen the study and the research on the history and the functioning of other political models, like the one of Norway. This interest could have been motivated by different reasons, but it prompted politician and scholars to broaden their knowledge and their studies to the constitutional models of other countries, giving them the chance to face problems with an open-minded approach. Norway proved to be an interesting example and model of study for its electoral system — in an historical setting in which there existed widespread concern about the effects of the extension of the right to vote — both regarding the transition towards a parliamentary system of government and the role of the monarchy.

The works of two prominent Italian jurists like Palma and Brunialti underlined how the features of the Norwegian constitution embodied a case study that offered many hints for the legal debate, because it was the one — with the American constitution — that presented the more long-lasting constitutional experience.


2 Attilio Brunialti was born in Vicenza in 1849 and he graduated in law in 1870. He was well known for some studies about the representation of minorities: in 1871, he published a book about Libertà e democrazia: studi sulla rappresentanza delle minorità. In 1881, he arrived at the University of Turin. He kept his place as professor of constitutional law until 1893, when he became councilor of the Council of State. He also had a political career: he was deputy for nine legislatures and he dealt mostly with topics of foreign politics and the colonial problem. A complete biographical portrayal is presented by A. De Gubernatis, Dizionario biografico degli scrittori contemporanei, Firenze, Le Monnier, 1879; G. D’Amelio, Attilio Brunialti, in Dizionario biografico degli italiani, vol. XIV, Roma, Istituto dell’Enciclopedia Italiana Treccani, 1972, p. 636; G. Cazzetta, Una costituzione “sperimentale” per una società ideale. I modelli giuridico-politici di Attilio Brunialti, in «Quaderni fiorentini per la storia del pensiero giuridico moderno», n. 15, Milano, Giuffrè, 1986; G. Cazzetta, Brunialti Attilio, in I. Birocchi, E. Cortese, A. Mattone, M.N. Miletti (eds.), Dizionario Biografico dei Giuristi Italiani cit., pp. 349-351.

3 In the contribution by D. Michalsen, The Norwegian constitution of 1814 between European Restoration and Liberal Nationalism, in Kelly J. Grotke, M. Prutsch, (edited by), Constitutionalism, legitimacy and power: nineteenth century experiences, Oxford University Press 2014, p. 210, the Norwegian constitution is defined a revolutionary one.


5 Ivi, p. 312.


7 S. Laing, Journal of a residence
Itinerari

in Norway during the years 1834, 1835, and 1836 made with a view to inquire into the moral and political economy of that country, and the condition of its inhabitants, London, Longman- Rees, Orme- Brown- Green, & Longman, 1836, p. v.
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